ADDENDUM NO. 1

ISSUE DATE: August 26, 2021

RE: Wood Hall Financial Lab Renovation
University of Wisconsin - Green Bay
Green Bay, Wisconsin
UWSA Project No. D-21-002

BID OPENING: MEP Bidders: 2:00 P.M., September 14, 2021
GPC Bidders: 2:00 P.M., September 28, 2021

FROM: Berners-Schober Associates, Inc.
310 Pine Street
Green Bay, Wisconsin, 54301

TO: Prospective Bidders

This addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original Contract Documents dated August 17, 2021 as noted below. Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by inserting the number and issue date of this addendum in the blank space provided on the Bid Form. Failure to do so may subject the Bidder to disqualification.

This Addendum consists of 3 pages and the attached documents:
Re-Issued Sheet G001 COVER SHEET dated 8/26/2021
Re-Issued Sheet A101 FLOOR PLANS dated 8/26/2021
Re-Issued Sheet A401 INTERIOR ELEVATIONS dated 8/26/2021
Re-Issued Sheet A501 DETAILS dated 8/26/2021
Re-Issued Sheet I101 INTERIOR FINISH PLANS dated 8/26/2021

CHANGES TO MEP BIDDING REQUIREMENTS:
1. MEP Instructions to Bidders, page B-9, line 27, change Substantial Completion date to 1/7/2022.

CHANGES TO GPC BIDDING REQUIREMENTS:
2. GPC Instructions to Bidders, page B-10, line 19, change Substantial Completion date to 1/7/2022.
CHANGES TO SPECIFICATIONS:

3. Section 10 11 00 WALL MOUNTED STOCK TICKER, page 10 11 00-2, Article 2.02 EQUIPMENT, delete Paragraphs A and B as written. Substitute the following:

A. Wall Mounted Ticker #1 – Indoor Ticker

a. Cabinet Sizes:
   i. Height = 12.5"
   ii. Length = 56'-2"
   iii. Depth = 2” per side
   iv. Pixel Height = 48 pixel height
b. Pixel Pitch: 0.25"
c. Maximum Brightness: 1000 nits+
d. Color: 65,000 Color Shades
e. Cabinet Mounting Straight flat wall mounted
f. Safety Requirements ETL Listed with UL62368-1:2014Ed2
g. Brightness Multiple Level Configuration Onsite
h. Must be able to display Dual lines on market information/messaging/new on the ticker.
   i. Ticker to run continuously inside North wall of classroom 30’-6” then include 1’-8” return at end of wall and continue in Corridor 100N 24’-0”.

B. Wall Mounted Ticker #2 – Indoor Ticker

a. Cabinet Sizes:
   i. Height = 12.5"
   ii. Length = 24’-0”
   iii. Depth = 2” per side
   iv. Pixel Height = 48 pixel height
b. Pixel Pitch: 0.25"
c. Maximum Brightness: 1000 nits+
d. Color: 65,000 Color Shades
e. Cabinet Mounting Straight flat wall mounted
f. Safety Requirements ETL Listed with UL62368-1:2014Ed2
g. Brightness Multiple Level Configuration Onsite
h. Must be able to display Dual lines on market information/messaging/new on the ticker.
   i. Ticker to run continuously along South wall of classroom 30’-6”.

CHANGES TO DRAWINGS:

4. Sheet G001 COVER SHEET, revised symbols list for clarifications

5. Sheet A101 FLOOR PLANS, revised Misc. Equipment Schedule. Schedule expanded to indicate Owner Supplier/Owner Installed items and Contractor Supplied/Contractor Installed items.

6. Sheet A101 FLOOR PLANS, clarification and location of saw cutting, removal and installation of new concrete in electrical trench containing floor outlets. Refer to electrical drawings for more information.
7. Sheet A401 INTERIOR ELEVATIONS, revised Marker Board Specification MB3. Refer to revised Finished Schedule on Sheet I101.

8. Sheet A401 INTERIOR ELEVATIONS, revised Wall Panels in Office 118A and 118B to be AP2.


10. Sheet I101 INTERIOR FINISH PLANS, revised Finish Schedule – Addition of MB3 Marker Board with custom color to match fire rated acrylic panel (AP1).

11. Sheet I101 INTERIOR FINISH PLANS, added following note to Corridor I001: “Paint Existing Column in Corridor and Reinstall Artwork”.

END OF ADDENDUM